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DFunction test of Experimental Carbine Blank Caliber

.3 4wauni tion.

OBJECT:

To determine if the subject lots of ammunition will
function the Carbine, Cal..30, M2, satisfactorily in con-

* Juncticn with an experimental blank fire attachment.

SUMMARY:

Two experimental lots of Curbine Blank Cal..30 ammuni-
tion, one lot crimped with three segmental crimp and one
lot crimped with a five segmental crirap, were each fired 500
rounds in a Cal..30 Carbine, K2, having an experimental blank
fire attachment. Various port openings were tried in the
blank fire attachment to determine the optimum level of per-
Aformance. Best results iere obtained with the lot of blank
wwmunition having the three segmental crimp and a .155 opening
in the nozzle of tle blank fire attachment.

FP.,-. 471.43/371-1

S.A. 471.43/4
J.0. 7875-9410
(Project 1o. TS2-2025)

MATERIAL:

1. Ammunition.

e. Cartridges, Carbine, Cal..30, M Ball,
Lot B.C. s-25638

b. Cartridges, Carbine, Blank, Cal..30 Experimental,
Lot F.A. X30-1237 Loaded and assembled with 18.5
grains IMR4809 end 0.5 grains of 60 im/m mortar
ignition powder, and crimped with a three segmen-
tl crimp. F1F.



IWATERIAL: (Continued) U
l. c. Cartridges, Carbine, Blank, Cal..30 Experimental,

Lot F.A. X30-1238 loaded with the same powder and charge as
Lot F.A. X30-1237 and crijaped with a five segmental crimp,

2. Carbine, Caliber .30, 12, Serial Nunaber 7071309.

3. Zxperix'entel blank fire attachment for the Carbine,
Cal..30, M2 (Photograph 6 8283A).

4. 7,1,.atchmaster time recorder.

5. Range facilities.

POCEDU.& AND KESULTS:

A Carbine, Cal..30, 7-2, was function fired 105 rounds with
ball ammunition to determine the function efficiency of the
weapon. Two 15 round bursts gave rates of fire of 763 and
785 S.P.M. There were no malfunctions.

The experimental Llank fire attachment was then assembled
to the weapon, (the diameter of the port opening in the nozzle
was .155) and 500 rounds of lot F.A. X30-1237 fired. Rdtes of
fire for two 15 round bursts were each 730 S.P.ZI. Z'ulfunctions
consisted of 3 failures to feed, 1 short recoil und one 12
o'clock Jam. The flash at the muzzle, occurring when the
round was fired, wbs a brizht white and was approximbtely 5
inches in diameter and 8 inches long. An objectionaLle feature
of having unburnt powder blow back into the operators face
while firing was noted, which required the operator to wear /
Flasses for safety.

500 rounds of lot F.A. X30-32 38 were firea. Rates of fire
for two 15 round bursts were each 700 S.P.,U. !alfunctions
consisted of 7 failures to eject, 1 short recoil, 1 failure
to feed and 5 stubs at 6 o'clock. Flash noticed with this
arewnition was about the same us with the previous lot.
Powder blow-back with t~ts ammunition was more noticeable
than with the previous lot, which necessitated the operator
wearing a face shield for protection.

On the basis of the above data, it appeared desirable to
open the port in the nozzle of the attachment in even in-
crements until such time as the blow-back had been eliminated
or the weapon would not function properly. Tuble I gives
this procedure in detail.

In brief, the results of the above procedure did not
reduce the blow-back of unburnt powler, the five crimp cart-
ridwe (F.;. X30-1238) re-aIn a8ectionable than the
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RESTRICTED
PROCEDUIU> J4D P3ULTS: (Continued)

three crimp cartridge (F.A. X30-1237). It was also noted that
as the nozzle port was opened up (froxm .155 through .170 in
.005 increments) and until such tiim e as t'> weapon did not
f uotion efficiently, lot F.A. X30-1237 gave best results
from the standpoint of functioning.

CONCLUSIONS :

From data obtained in this test, it is concluded that
lot F.A. X30-1237 is the better of the two experimental lots
of Carbine, Blank, Cal..30 ammunition because:

1. Although there is powder blow-back which requires
the operator to wear glas3es for safety, the in-
tensity (volwe and force) is less severe with
the three crimp aairunition (F.A. X30-1237) than with
the five criip ammunition W... X30-1238).

2. The weapon level of perforiaance is better with the
three crimp ammunition.

It is also concl,: ad that with the experimental blank
fire :ttachment used in this test, a nozzle opening of .155
performs the most satisfactorily.

kECO0,.,zIND TIONS:

It is recommended that further study be given to the
development of z- slunk armunition for the Carbine Cil..30
with a view towards eliminating objectionable powder blow-
back.
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PREPARED: CC]E.CtR:

Urdnvnjrce &iig.Vijr Head Ordr~nce Zngineer

Urdrninee Sngineer Major, Ord Dept

NOTE'D:

Ikroject control &ngineer
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Carbine Cal..30 Experimental Blank Fire Attachment
Function Record With Various Nozzle Openings

Lot F.A. X30-1237 Lot F.A. X30-1238
.160 Nozzle Opening .160 Nozzle Opening

Total Rounds Total Rounds
Fired Function Fired Function

15 OK 15 2 - Failure to eject
30 OK 30 OK
45 OK 45 OK
60 1 - Failure to eject 60 1 - Stub
75 OK 75 1 - 12 o'clock jam

1 - Lailure to eject
90 1 - 12 o'clock jam 90 OK

100 OK 100 1 - Stub

.165 Nozzle Opening .165 Nozzle Opening

Total Rounds Total Rounds
Fired Function Fired Function

15 Ox 15 2 - Failure to open
30 OK 30 1 - Failure to feed

1 - Failure to open
45 1 - Failure to feed 45 OK
60 OK 60 2 - I ,ilure to open
75 OK 75 2 - Fuilure to open

2 - Failure to feed
90 OK 90 1 - Failure to open

1 - Stub
1 - Failure to feed

OK 100 1 - Stub

RESTRICTED
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TABLE I (Cont.)

Lot F.j. X30-1237 Lot F.i. X30-1238
.170 Nozzle Opening .170 Nozzle Opening

Total Rounds Total Rounds
Fired Function Fired Function

15 3 - Short recoils 15 2 - Failures to eject
9 - Short recoils

30 1 - Failure to feed 3 - Failures to feed
2 - 12 o'clock Jens 30 2 - Short recoils

45 2 - Failures to eject 4 - Short recoils
1 - Failure to feed 45 1 - Failure to feed

60 1 - Failure to eject 60 1 - Short recoil
1 - Failure to feed

75 OK 75 2 - Short recoils
2 - Stubs

90 OK 90 2 - Short recoils
100 OK 100 2 - Short recoils

2 - Stubs
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